Amount
spent

How the money has been spent

Time
period

Amount
of
funding
received

Effect on pupils’ PE
and sport
participation and
attainment

March
2017
–
April
2018

£11,445
+ £4085
surplus
from
16/17

£3420

The money has been spent on a
sports coach from Steps2Sport who
supports in PE lessons 1 afternoon a
week.
The coach has primarily supported
NQT’s in order to improve their
subject knowledge and confidence.
The CT’s teach the lesson with the
sports coach supporting the
delivery and providing ideas and
expertise for future lessons.

Children have
increased participation
as they want to take
part in PE lessons as
they are more
challenging and suited
to their abilities.
They also have
increased attainment
as they make clear
progress through the
unit.
We have already seen
a huge increase in
participation, with
waiting lists for clubs,
and anticipate that
this will continue.

The sports coach has also continued
to run after-school clubs. These are
paid for in part by the parents and
in part by sports premium.

£2200 +
£300
for
coaches
to extra
swimming

How we will
make sure/have
made sure the
improvements
are sustainable
These
improvements will
be sustainable as
the staff are
more confident in
the future at
planning lessons
with clear
progression.

As this is paid
for in part by the
parents, this will
be sustainable in
the future as
they are already
used to paying.

Central School Sports Partnership.
This entitles us to:Access to Top Up swimming. We can
select up to 15 pupils in year 5 or 15
pupils in year 2 who are unable to
swim 25m (or require extra support)
for a 4 week intensive swimming
block over the course of 4 weeks.

15 year 5 children
went for these extra
sessions and so are
now able to swim much
more confidently.
They still have their
NC time in the summer
term and so should be
able to swim 25m by
the end of year 6.

This would not be
sustainable
without the extra
funding.

Membership to the Youth Sport
Trust: This provides us with
additional resources and CPD
courses, all of which are
coordinated through the School
Games Organiser (SGO). Courses
include Active Literacy and Active
Numeracy plus several other
relevant courses.

These courses provide
training and therefore
further expertise to
our staff in their
delivery of PE.

The expertise
which the staff
have obtained will
be sustained and
passed on to
other staff.

Play Leader Programme:
Opportunity to send 12 pupils in

This has had a huge
impact on the children
who are leaders and
their engagement, as

Now we have the
resources, we
could train the

years 5/6 to train to become play
leaders.

well as that of the
children they are
encouraging to play
games at break and
lunchtimes. This is a
quote from our recent
Ofsted report:

children
internally if the
need arose in
order to continue
the program.

‘Breaktimes are fun.
Pupils play happily
together. If they do fall
out, there is always
someone on hand to help
sort things out. This
includes the Year 5 ‘play
leaders’ who are worthy
ambassadors of the
school’s values. They
make a big contribution
to pupils’ enjoyment pf
playtime.’

£1560

Year 1 and Year 2 Multiskills
Festival –This competition enabled
us to send all of our pupils in year 1
and 2 over 2 days.

The children loved
this competition and it
was an opportunity for
the year groups who
do not usually get the
chance to compete.

We could
potentially
organise
something like
this in our school
and invite others
to it, but it would
not be possible
for it to be on
such a large
scale.

Bearwood Creek Adventure Centre –
We have begun to take all of Year 5
here for a day so that they are able
to experience outdoor activities
which is part of the NC
requirement. The Sports Premium
money means that we are able to
subsidise the day and so the
children can pay £10 for an
experience which should cost £25.

This means that all of
the children are given
the opportunity to
experience outdoor
activities which they
do not normally have
the chance to
experience. They can
then be inspired to
carry these on outside
of school now or in the
future.
It also has massive
benefit in drawing out
teamwork, confidence
and perseverance in

As the children
contribute to the
payment, we
could still afford
part of the
experience if the
funding was no
longer available.
It is now
ingrained in the
school calendar
and so the trip
would continue.

£378

£30.00

Supply cover for PE coordinator to
enable attendance at 2 training
sessions and to run an internal
competition

Contribution to the Greet MiniLeague for medals and certificates.

the children as they
experience new things.
The internal skipping
competition saw all
240 KS2 children
participate in
competitive sport
which allowed them to
explore the
competitive side of
their nature. A side
effect has been
increased activity at
break and lunch times
as children taught
themselves to skip and
now skip for pleasure
as well.
The other course was
a teaching and learning
games course. This has
increased the PE
coordinator’s
knowledge and
understanding in this
area and CPD will be
carried out for the
rest of the staff team
in order to improve
the children’s
experience of games
lessons.
One of the courses
was a PE coordinator
day run by Hannah
Reed and this will have
knock on effects in
terms of the
children’s access to
different sports and
the way in which we
spend the sports
premium for
facilitating the
children’s activity
levels.
This has always been a
popular part of our
school sports
calendar, with upwards
of 20 children trying

The competitions
could still run but
less frequently as
the PE
coordinators
class would still
need to be
covered.

The knowledge
and
understanding will
be transferred
into planning and
so even if staff
move on, their
expertise will
remain through
their planning.

When
implemented, the
activities will be
sustainable as
they will be run
by the children.

We have always
entered the
Greet football
league and so this
will continue to

£1425

Playground barriers

£185

As we are attending more
competitions this term, coaches and
taxis to these will also be paid for
from the sports premium.

£25

Motor skills book

£70

Swimming teaching course and
teaching of games course

out for the team each
year. It is something
the school can unite
around as scores are
announced and the
team celebrated.
These can be used to
separate off parts of
the playground so that
more organised games
can take place at
break and lunch times.
So far, we have seen
an increase in
engagement in trials
for different sports
teams with the rest of
the children more
readily able to watch
safely. This in turn,
encourages others to
join in.
Following some
training to be given by
the PE coordinator,
the Playleaders will
also be able to use the
barriers to run small
games themselves
during lunchtime.
We have already seen
a huge increase in
pupil engagement and
participation, with 25
trying out for the
football team, 30 for
the netball team, and
over 100 trying out
for the 2 cricket
teams.

be a priority
regardless of
funding.

This will allow the
SENCO to recommend
sports related
activities to improve
children with SEN’s
motor skills – both
fine and gross.
This has increased the
PE coordinator’s and
another staff

Once teachers
are aware of
ways of using
sport to do this,
it will become
imbedded in their
practice.
The knowledge
and
understanding will

We bought
plastic barriers
so that they will
last a long time.

We will continue
to enter
competitions, as
entering and
being competitive
raises our
children’s
standards as they
are being
challenged.

members knowledge
and understanding in
these areas and CPD
will be carried out for
the rest of the staff
team in order to
improve the children’s
experience of
swimming and games
lessons.

be transferred
into planning and
so even if staff
move on, their
expertise will
remain through
their planning.

How we will
make sure/have
made sure the
improvements
are sustainable
This would not be
sustainable
without the
Sports Premium.

Balance c/f to 17/18 - £5937
Time
period

Amount
of
funding
received

Amount
spent

How the money will be spent

Effect on pupils’ PE
and sport
participation and
attainment

£5937
(c/f)

£848

A 2 week swimming course for
children in year 6. 30 children will
go for one week and 30 children for
the other week.

£360

A trip to Edgbaston Cricket Ground
for all 60 year 5 children to
increase their engagement in sport.

This will increase our
numbers of children
being able to swim
25metres before they
leave primary school.
This will really engage
our youngsters,
particularly as our
year 5s have a massive
interest in cricket and
it will allow them an
experience that
otherwise most of
them would never
have.

£200
£2000

Transport to each of the above.
Support for chn to attend the Year
6 residential

£2529

To be decided after Easter.

This means that more
children are able to go
on the residential and
experience Outdoor
Adventurous
Activities.

Number and percentage of Year 6 children who can swim 25metres, as of March 2018:15/60 or 25%.

This would not be
sustainable
without the
Sports Premium
unless we asked
parents to pay
for the trip.

Without the
Sports Premium,
we would have to
seek funding
from elsewhere
to continue to
subsidise the
children’s places.

